
 

 

 

 
Abstract–Steadily increasing complexity of software systems 

makes them difficult to configure and use without special IT 

knowledge. One of the solutions is to improve software systems 

making them “smarter”, i.e. to supplement software systems with 
features of self-management, at least partially. This paper 

describes several software components known as smart 

technologies, which facilitate software use and maintenance. As 

to date smart technologies incorporate version updating, 

execution environment testing, self-testing, runtime verification 

and business process execution. The proposed approach has 

been successfully applied in several software projects. 

Keywords-Autonomic computing, smart technologies, self-

managing systems, software maintenance 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Rapid development of information technologies has 

created systems of unprecedented complexity; some authors 

[1] refer to as „computing systems with complexity 
approaching boundaries of human ability”. They indicate that 
the ultimate dream of a pervasive computing   – billions of 

computing systems simultaneously connected to the internet 

– can quickly become unmanageable and may soon turn into 

evil “nightmare”. The authors predict even further increase of 

information systems’ complexity that would almost eliminate 

human ability to perform software installation, configuration, 

optimization and maintenance.  

Solution to this problem certainly lies within prospects of 

information technologies. In complex systems operations that 

are too sophisticated to be managed by a regular user should 

be entrusted to the system itself. This can be executed by 

implementing respective components into software and 

setting environment, in which the system is used. 

IBM has proposed a solution described in its autonomic 

computing manifesto in 2001. The main statement implies 

targeted development of information systems that were able 

to self-management thus overcoming gap between users and 

increasingly complex world of information technologies.  
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The manifesto listed four aspects of autonomic computing: 

• Self-configuration - automated configuration of 
components and systems follows high-level policies, 
rest of system adjusts automatically and seamlessly; 

• Self-optimization - components and systems 
continually seek opportunities to improve their own 
performance and efficiency; 

• Self-healing - system automatically detects, 
diagnoses, and repairs localized software and 
hardware problems; 

• Self-protection - system automatically defends 
against malicious attacks or cascading failures.  

Achievements of autonomic computing movement during 

its first decade after publication of the manifesto have been 

explicitly demonstrated in [2], as well as in [3]. As of now, 

manifesto’s targets have been met only to some extent.  
The concept of smart technologies was created by authors 

[4], and its main objectives are similar to those of autonomic 

computing. The approach contains a set of practically 

applicable improvements of non-functional features to 

simplify the maintenance and daily use of information 

systems. Below are described five types of smart 

technologies, which need was identified in real software 

development projects. The proposed smart technologies 

cover only part of requirements outlined in the autonomic 

computing manifesto. Nevertheless they are suitable for 

practical implementations and can serve as valuable 

improvement of new and existing software systems. 

The second chapter of this paper deals with related 

research and solutions. The third chapter describes the 

proposed architecture of smart technologies.  

II. RELATED WORKS 

The autonomic computing manifesto declares a vision of 

fully independent computer systems (not just software) that 

are able to self-management. It also defines evaluation 

criteria to check the maturity of autonomic systems [5] - 

from basic level (manually maintainable information systems) 

to completely autonomic systems that are able to function 

operate accordingly to guidelines set by humans. 

The manifesto does not include any instructions about 

implementation issues, but some authors discuss ideas about 

essential components of autonomic systems. For instance R. 

Sterritt [6] describes an autonomic environment consisting of 

autonomic elements, which are mutually connected via 
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autonomous channels. Every autonomic element has a kernel, 

so called manageable component (the component 

implementing the business logic), and it is controlled by an 

“autonomous supervisor”. The supervising component uses 

sensors and effectors, and its main functions are monitoring 

of internal and external states, accumulation of knowledge 

base and communication with other autonomic components 

using autonomous communication channels. A separate 

component in this system is so-called “heartbeat monitor” 
which communicates with any existing system components 

through autonomous communication channels and supervises 

the system as a whole.  

The autonomic computing approach has also been 

criticized [7], and the main reasons are as follows: 

• the lack of precise definitions; 
• avoidance of the real complexity of the problem; 
• ignoring of inter-componential links. 

Despite these criticisms, autonomic system objectives are 

so attractive that there seemed to be no reason to abandon 

the ideas. In 2003 IBM extended the list of autonomic 

aspects to eight characteristic aspects [1]. The initial 

autonomic characteristics were enhanced by system’s ability 
to "know itself" and manage its resources in a proper way.  

An autonomic system should know its environment as well as 

the context surrounding its activity and act accordingly – to 

adjust and operate in heterogeneous environment accordingly 

open standards - , as well as anticipate the optimized 

resources needed while keeping its complexity hidden. Some 

years later the, so called, self-management features were 

supplemented with new self-properties reaching a total of 24 

features [3]. Continuing efforts on autonomic systems include 

both, theoretical research and practical implementation [2]. 

The concept of smart technologies created by authors [4] 

is consistent with the primary objective of autonomic 

computing. Unlike the traditional implementation of 

autonomic computing where universal autonomous software 

components are built, the smart technologies approach deals 

with embedding of specific system features into information 

systems directly but in a uniform way. 

Although the smart technologies approach and the 

autonomic computing approach seemingly share some 

similarities, it should be emphasized that the smart 

technologies approach was developed independently. The 

practical results gained in IT projects provide evidence of the 

usefulness of the approach.  

III. COMPONENTS OF SMART TECHNOLOGIES 

There are five fields of smart technologies where practical 

results were gained: embedded software versioning and data 

syncing, embedded dynamic business model, testing of 

external environment, self-testing, and runtime verification. 

A. Software Versioning and Data Syncing 

Every successful software solution is being used and 

improved significantly longer than the development of its first 

version has taken. Information systems are in use for many 

years, and the software is gradually modified, updated with 

new features, improved to approximate to user needs.  

To ensure reliability of software in long-term, the system 

should already in its initial development time include not only 

the required (customer specified) functionality, but also 

supporting mechanism – “updater” (see Fig. 1) for software, 

data structures and templates upgrading. 

 

Fig. 1 Software versioning 

The supporting mechanisms should be built into systems, 

and they should include features for deploying of new 

versions without any user intervention. The following should 

be ensured automatically during deployment process:  

• check the compliance of the new software version 
with the external environment 

• download and install a new software version  
• update configuration and information about data 

structures, screen forms, report templates etc. 
• migrate stored data into the new data structures of 

the database as well as the personalization and 
configuration data 

• perform self-testing of the new system’s version to 
check correctness of the essential system’s 
functionality 

• create backups to be able to recover the system in 
case of incidents 

The majority of information systems today support some 

of the characteristics listed above, but in most cases - to a 

limited extent only. Authors of this paper have prototyped 

the characteristics in some projects, the research results are 

described in [8]. 

B. Execution environment testing 

One of the most spectacular smart technology solutions is 

described by the authors in [9]. It is quite common that 

programs have specific requirements for their successful 

operation at a given environment – the computer, network, 

operating system, etc. The proposed solution implies 

gathering these requirements in a “software profile” to be 

able to validate the execution environment before starting the 

information system. Such validation should be performed on 
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demand, for instance, before each session; however, some 

authors propose validation during installation. Validation of 

execution environment allows avoiding failure in business 

processes in case the information system relies on properties 

of the environment. 

Quite often, software is developed based on assumptions 

about other component’s work, not on their specification 
[10], [11]. Similarly, developers sometimes assume that 

software, which works in development environment, will 

keep working after it is deployed elsewhere, hence encoding 

some assumptions about the environment into the program. 

As a result, when the software is installed in other 

environment, which is different from the development 

environment, the software may fail or work only partially 

correct. 

The authors [12] propose a technology, which allows 

independent environment checks, performed by the software 

in order to validate if the execution environment is suitable 

for normal execution (see Fig. 2). Unlike the built-in test 

method, which validates the ability of software itself to fulfill 

its “contracts”; this technology measures livability of the 

external conditions. Only if the results of all checks are 

satisfactory, the program can be considered prepared for 

work at a given environment, otherwise the session is 

stopped, giving the user an explanation, why it is not possible 

to perform work. 

A program execution profile is a document achieved when 

all the requirement descriptions of software are combined 

together. The profile can be formalized as a separate 

document and supplemented to typical software deliverables 

such as code and documentation. The main, but not the only 

use of the profile is validation of execution environment 

during program use. 

The practical environment testing task is carried out by 

environment validation modules. Each module is an atomic 

unit, which enforces validation of a single type of 

requirement; this is done by reading information from the 

environment and comparing it to reference values. In a simple 

scenario, each requirement describes required value of some 

resource’s attribute (for instance, data base server must be 

reachable). When the testing functionality of the module is 

invoked, it uses the information available in execution 

environment to do the “inspection”.  
To be able to modify the set of checks to be performed 

without modifying the program code, information about the 

checks (both the algorithms and reference values) must be 

stored outside the code. This concept is different from other 

approaches used in practice – both from the ones, which 

validate the environment straightaway after installation or 

updating, and from the others, which try to “hide” the checks 
in source code. 

To be able to describe requirements regarding execution 

environment, a formal language is required to encode the 

requirements, moreover, the language must be extendable, 

when new kinds of requirements are defined. Such aspect 

complicates the construction of test coordinator, since it has 

to be compatible with a language, which is not fully defined 

during development of coordinator. The problem is solved by 

assigning the coordinator only the role of language syntax 

analysis, but the semantic analysis of requirements is 

performed in environment validation modules. 

 

Fig. 2 Execution environment testing 

The practical implementation showed that development of 

the proposed approach requires relatively little programming 

resources. 

C. Self-testing 

The research of the authors [13] offers an original 

approach to software testing, named as self-testing. Self-

testing is a software’s ability to test itself automatically prior 

to operation, and it can be performed even in a productive 

environment. The self-testing feature in software is similar to 

hardware self-tests that are executed every time after the 

device is turned on. Instead of traditional testing that verifies 

correctness of software in testing environments using testing 

tools, the self-testing property is built-in software component 

that executes accumulated test cases using means of the 

information system. It helps to perform tests not only in 

testing environment, but also to verify software correctness 

in action with real data in production environment.  

Self-testing contains two main components: 

• test cases that are designed for checking of critical 
functions of the software  

• built-in automated testing mechanism providing 
automatic execution of tests and result comparison 
with benchmark values.  

Designing of test cases covering the critical functionality 

(lack of these essential functions causes inoperability of the 

whole system) is a part of requirement analysis.  

Implementation mechanism of self-testing approach uses 

software instrumentation, and it has been offered quite a 

while ago [14], [15]. The idea is to supplement the source 

code with extra routines for self-testing purposes that are 

executed if the software is run in the testing mode. The 

points in source code where the routines are included are 

named as test points. Testing routines allow to monitor 

values of variables and to compare them with benchmark 

values therefore checking the correctness of the information 
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system. Unfortunately, this solution is usable only for those 

information systems whose development is in the testers’ 
influence sphere.  

 

Fig. 3 Self-testing 

Self-testing can be used in four modes (see Fig. 3): 

1. test-capturing – running of software instrumented by 
test points and capturing of new test cases into test 
data base or editing of the existing ones; 

2. self-testing – automated self-testing of software by 
automated execution of the captured test cases; 

3. normal usage – running of information system 
without any testing activities; 

4. demo mode – running of information system using 
pre-captured demo scenarios.  

Comparison of self-testing implementations with 

automated testing tools leads to the following conclusions: 

• Unlike the majority of globally recognized testing 
support tools, the self-testing approach offers some 
additional options: testing of external interfaces to 
other information systems and database management 
systems, testing in production environment, testing 
with the white-box method, possibility for users 
without IT knowledge to capture tests. 

• The self-testing technology makes possible to test 
software throughout the whole life cycle of an 
information system – from early stages of software 
development till maintenance activities, because it is 
suitable for testing in all development, testing and 
production environments. 

• The self-testing functionality should be integrated 
into software already during development of the 
software. 

• The self-testing requires additional work to include 
the self-testing functionality in the software and to 
design test cases; on the other hand, self-testing 
saves time as repeated (regression) testing of the 
existing functionality is available 

• Implementation of the self-testing functionality is 
useful in incremental life cycle models, in particular if 
information systems are improved gradually and 
maintained for many years; it is less useful in linear 
(waterfall) life cycle models. 

Empirical studies show that 60% of information systems’ 
problems would be possible to identify and rectify by self-

testing approach [13]. 

D. Embedded business processes 

Development of software engineering tends to devote 

more attention to precise modelling and designing of 

information systems instead of extensive programming. Some 

researchers are even predicting development of information 

systems without programming at all in very near future. 

Business process modelling is a compulsory initial phase of 

every information system development project according to 

this concept [16]. 

Workflow based information systems is the area where 

business process modelling is an essential component for 

functioning of information systems. Business process of 

organization is described by a workflow model containing 

sequential business process steps – activities - together with 

performers of the activity, deadlines, the actual state of the 

object in the workflow etc. Documents and reports can also 

be created during the workflow execution, and this should be 

included in business process descriptions. 

It is common to describe business processes using 

modelling languages. There can be used universal modelling 

languages or domain specific languages (DSL). When DSL is 

chosen, it must ensure two important features: a) the 

language should be easy understandable for the majority of 

users, b) it should include all necessary information for 

automated execution of workflow steps. 

The first step in development of information systems is to 

describe business processes to be supported (see Fig. 4). A 

set of graphical diagrams are created using DSL, and it 

serves as business process model. After the model is created 

the information from the diagrams can be transferred to the 

database of an information system. The business process 

descriptions are embedded into the information system, and 

the engine of the information system can interpret 

information from the diagrams. Embedded business processes 

ensure that the information system behaves according to the 

business process model. 

 

Fig. 4 Embedded business process 

As practice shows [17], it is possible to create a special 

tool for transfer of model’s data to executable application 
relatively quickly. The API of the graphical editor can be 

used to access the model’s repository, to gather the 

information and to transfer it to applications database. This 

guaranties that the application operates according to the 

model developed in a graphical DSL. And the overall quality 

of the application – usability, reliability, performance etc. – is 

dependent on the application itself, not on the hypothetical 
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ability of a code generator to create an application in the 

desired quality. 

The authors have created the domain specific language 

BILINGVA [18] that is convenient for description of 

workflows. The approach was tested in practice, and 

particularly surprising was the positive feedback from users 

about the graphical representation and implementation of 

business processes. The diagrams served as some kind of 

information system’s user manual that explained functioning 

of the information system in a more precise and 

understandable way than the conventional (written) user 

manuals. 

E. Business process runtime verification 

From the beginnings of information systems the topical 

issues were: does the information system operate correctly?, 

are the system's results adequate?, and is the information 

system in the correct state in terms of the relevant business? 

Sometimes processes must be stopped as soon as possible 

after inadequate situation has occurred, otherwise more 

serious problems could rise [19].  

Inadequate situations can be caused by many conditions. 

They can be caused by heterogeneous systems, which are 

developed at different times and used in a variety of 

companies. Problems can arise due to poor software quality 

and lack of testing. Problems may also occur due to incorrect 

user actions: incorrect execution of business functions, a 

breach of the input restrictions, or the timing and sequence of 

process steps.  

For example, if warehouse system is not updated with 

payment information from accounting system timely, goods 

cannot be issued to customer. On the other hand, this 

situation is unacceptable for the customer, who has done 

payment according business process. Obviously, in this case 

there is no reason to look for errors in information system, 

but a person should monitor that payment data are imported 

timely. This is basic task of runtime verification – to verify 

systems execution in their runtime. 

The authors [19] propose a solution for business process 

runtime verification (see Fig. 5). The basic idea of the 

solution is to run a separate verification process for each 

controllable business process (further – base process). 

Verification processes are described in DSL that has been 

developed in conjunction with the solution. A base process 

typically is executed by information systems, while 

verification processes should be executed on the basis of 

independent and external controlling software (further – a 

controller). The steps of the verification process are linked to 

base process steps and are described by events that 

acknowledge the execution of the each base process step. 

Base processes can be executed manually or automatically 

by computer, and verification processes are executed 

independently. Each of base process steps makes some 

changes in the process “memory” (usually stored in database 
or file system). The verification controller receives 

acknowledgement from event agents about base process 

memory modifications, therefore identifying inconsistencies 

between the received information and the description of the 

verification process. If inconsistencies are detected, then they 

are reported to the support staff. 

 

Fig. 5 Runtime verification 

The solution provides a number of interesting possibilities, 

which bring us closer to the goal defined by ideas of 

autonomous computing: 

• runtime verification can be done without 
modifications of the base process 

• process verification can be added dynamically to 
legacy systems 

• verification does not depend on modelling language 
used for process description, it depends only on 
possibility of verification agents to identity events of 
the base process. 

Likewise, some solution limitations must be taken into 

account: verification mechanism can detect only those base 

process steps which leave some modifications in the systems 

„memory”. Otherwise verification agents cannot work as 
external process, but must be incorporated into the base 

process.  

However, it must be stressed that the proposed solution 

can significantly reduce monitoring load of information 

systems’ operational staff. It automates business process 
runtime verification that typically is done manually and not 

continuously. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

There were spent several years on research to achieve 

goals similar to autonomic computing – facilitating the use, 

maintenance and development of systems by including 

support components in them. The conclusions are as follows: 

• several components, created using smart 
technologies, can provide good support in use, 
maintenance and development of information systems 
which are easy enough to implement for a 
small/medium size organization; 

• there are quite many functions, which could be 
supported by respective smart technologies, for 
instance, data quality control, confidentiality control, 
built-in privacy protection [20], performance 
monitoring, availability monitoring, selecting 
environments for software compatibility testing [21], 
automatic testing of WEB services [22] and others; 

• smart technology enabled systems are currently not 
very common due to the fact that these ideas are not 
popular enough yet; with increasing complexity of 
information systems, smart technologies will surely 
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grow in importance and will help to deal with 
complex system development and maintenance 
issues. 
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